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PREFACE 
This,· p_ap�r surveys the historical p,.-ogressions made fn 
trumpet construction and relates these observations to the 
literature which was composed for the various trumpets. The 
orchestra is the medium through �mich I have chosen to examine 
these progressions. 
The� various. com�osers;; as they conceive the trumpet, illustrate: 
the trumpets:;app_lication according to the possibilities of the 
. . -
trumpet which was then under development. 
;". · .  
. � i - ' . -·� - ' ' 
Appendix B indicates 
the instruments which were available to the composers during their. 
lifetime. Appendix A. indicates the entire field of inventions; 
and their approximate relationship· to each other in degree of time. 
1 
The Classical and Romantic eras.have receivE!d more attention 
than the Ba.roq-µe, pre-Baroque:and Modern •. The Classical and 
' -
Romantic eras show how the orchestral trumpet had its: real 
beginning. The process by which the trumpet progressed is 
accumulative, thus a comprehensive understanding of the manner 
inwhich the trumpet was first scored will make it easier to see 
new develomnents·attach themselves to the old ones. 
The:Baroque period is characterized by the singular featu:r.8' 
of high trumpet (.clarino) p_arts in·. the orchestral ensemble. These.: 
p�ts are of a high tessitura.and display both conjunct and disjunct 
voice styling. The trumpet represented the tonal and dynamic 
"ceiling11 of the ensemble. 
To:p;rogress into: the Classical P!Elriod is to find the largest 
iii. 
area of my analysis. My reason is two-fold. First of all this:: 
period, of vmich there is a great selection of composers, is the: 
period 'men Haydn and Mozart truly establish the content and 
number of the classical orchestra. This gives a fairly consistent 
pattern up9n vmich to make comparisons. Secondly,, this is the 
first period from which we draw heavily for listening and study _ 
and is the period from ·which there is a fair selection of available, 
representative scores. 
The Romantic period is the period in which the most progress� 
for the trumpet occurred. I:t wa.s' the eventf'ul:. 11break-through'' 
for the valve instrument. This opened. an entirely_, new field for 
the sop�o of the brass choir which was exploited by saveral 
orchestra tors�. 
The Romantic period encompasses many comp_osers and has its­
own philosop):ly: of art which is best demonstrated irr the trumpet 
uses. of Wagner. Broad ¢6i}:tabile melodies:; with sweeping chromaticisms' . '-./0\l 
combined with the power of grandeur P!3-Ssages. makes rather specific. 
and conscious contributions to the feelings of this period. 
The Modern pe;r:-iod has been treated in.a somewhat limited. 
manner and is less conclusive than those preceding it. To 
discourse :·o,n the Modern period would present itself well as a 
s.eparate top_ic. From the scones which have been observed,:. only_ 
' 
fragmentary conclusions may be drawn but they show enough evidence:· 
in how the trumpet is being employed today.to present several 
interesting comparisons�. 
iv 
NATURAL. TRUMPET' 
Trumpet history: can easily be divided into two ppas.es: 
which are suggested by the construction of the trljmpet. In 
comparing the present trumpet with the earliest trumpet, one 
may r.ecognize these two divisions as the mechanized and un­
mechanized instrument. 
1 .  
The mechanized instrument is comp9sed of the basic trumpet 
form p).us all devices used tm i'ncrease the agill ty. ·and ease in 
handling various diatonic pitches and their chromatic alterations •. 
I·t involves· moving parts:- and other deviations from the p1U'e 
tubUlar device or natural trtimpet. , In. this category one must 
classify the slide trumpet, the double trumpet, the key trumpet, 
and the valve trumpet.. The un-mechanized instrument tncludes the: 
"stoppedn' trumpet, crooked trumpet, .. and, of course, the natural 
trumpet ... 
The very earliest r.ecords of the trumpet are drawings and 
carvings of the instrument which appear in the:., Middle Ages. With 
these representations it is impossible to note detail such as 
size= of bore, tube-length and mouthpiece.detail. According to 
Adam Carse,:nThe trumpet is at first ;r.ep_resented as a straight 
� .  
tube u1r: to about 4- or 5 feet in length,, suggesting a range similar. 
to that of a coach or posthorn,: namely,, up:: to the 6th or 8th 
harmonic. !11 
�- l ... . .  . . . . . . . . . . _A. dam C
.
· ars.el Musical. Wiild_ Instruments'.: (London:: Ma:cMillan 
and Co •. Ltd., 1';139), P�- .227 •· · · · · · · · · · · · 
2:. 
A-. further statement by Carse reasons that the instrument 
increased in. length because of the desire to play higher harmonics. 
When it became inconveniently long the tube· was bent around to 
form the letter 11·s�1••• This information is based on ·what bii.storians 
- . -, 
have observed in.p�intings of the thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries•� 
"'S1.'' Shap.ed �rumpet 
Thee. instrument later:· had: another important change in its:; 
app�arance., This new form app_eare-d· as parallel .. P.iP.eS twice-folded 
about an inch and a half apart on the same level.2 
Figure � 'hr.tee-folded· Trumpet: 
Carse refers: to the above instruments when he mentions, 
All the evidence availa:ble, the actual instru­
ments
!
: contemporary writings 7 instructions and descr ptions,: together 'With �he music specifi­
cally vrritten for the trumpet, combine to show. 
that, except in�unessential details, the instrument 
underwent no important �hange during the 16th, 17th 
and the 18th centuries.J 
1 ... - . Ibid� 
2ib1ci; p •. 22s. 
"' . 
.:>Ibid_ 
3 •. 
The appearance of the natural trumpet is described in-. 
Charles Sanford Terry's book,: Bach1s_Orches,tra, for the gurp_oseo· 
of distinguishing it from the poplll.ar conception of the long, 
straight instrument with three valves. He describes the true 
Bach trumpet as, 11 • • •  an eight-foot tube bent in three paralleL. 
' 
branches,_ uniform in bore throu.glrout,: but exp�ding in the Iast 
of its windings to a bell-Shfi:ped:aperture.111 
Figure,: 3 
Ther.e were s.everal trumpet predecessors, such as the rams 
horn (shofar): and conch shell.. They did not figure significantly: 
in trumpet history as did the natural trumpat and later inventions�. 
According to Cecil Forsyth, 11The old Natural Trumpet was first 
emp;Loy,ed experimentally by Monteverdi... He wrote for five Trumpets. 
-- under the names C;tarino, Quinto,� �. Basso, Vulgano, Basso�­
in his Op_�ra Orfeo� (i607 �.,;2 These instruments were somewhat 
restricted in p;Laying maneuverability. 11The natural trumpets • • • •  
. of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were used mostly for 
. - .. r · . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . ... · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Charles Sanf'ord T.erry ,: Bach's Orchestra (London:: Oxford 
Univeri?ity Press, 1932), P.•· 24 • . . - . . - . - . .  
2 � Cecil: Forsyth, Orchestration (New York:: MacMillan Co •. , 
1945):,_. p_ •• 90•. 
military P1ll'POses and were all buil.t in the key of n.111 There 
' 
is nocliterature preserved ·which dates beyond the seventeenth 
century ... 
4. 
The standard trumpet of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries was P.� tched in D al though the appearance of - a C 
trumpet was somewhat common. Composers to the time of Beethoven 
usually did not write for trumpets pitched higher than F.2 
The. family.·of natural trumpets consisted of three kinds 0£ 
instruments,; the clarino,) tromba_, and principale� The,: distinctions;: 
between them are due to mouthpiece construction and size of bore •. 
Some of these names were associated vTith certain segments of the 
harmonic scale. D'ut of this grouP.ihg there evolved two types of 
trumpets,, the large trumpet or tromba',� and the smaller trumpet 
or clarino9._ The t'romba· was approximately six feet in� length •. 
With the later addi tioii"·o:f a slide:;, the tromba became kno:wn as: 
the trombone. It usually had command of the lower tones. The 
o.ther trumpet was called 11 clarino11 which had a smaller bore and 
shorter l:ength and had command of the higher tones•� 
It is thought unlikely that the same player was expected to 
execute both extremes in:· the harmonic series. For the highest 
p?-rts a very shallow mouthpiece and a small bore was. employed:: 
- ·1H���id.. C� ._-Hi���� J( ��ti��l S.tudy �f. the_ Development and_ us4-�-�- Cornet_�. Trumpet. (Urbana:; . University .of Ilr:inois, -
19. lJ, p •. . 12 ... - ' - ' . . . ' ' . .  ' . 
2
carse·, M�· cit •. p. 230. 
�� W� Sbh��t�,: The_ Story_ of_ Nu.sical_ Instruments:(New, York:: 
Doubleda.y,,Doran and Co • ., Inc.,, 1938)., -p: .. - 160� . .  - - - - - - -
this led the trumpet to be called Clarine and the: ap�cialized 
Rlaying technique employed was called Clarinblasen. A. second 
. . . . . . l clarino player was employed for somewhat lower trumpet parts. 
'" 
I !t C. htrino 
t ls..�i 110 
? 
J ... J •F � rl 
Trowah11, 
4 J J ) I 
;j b - H r ' 
P,. i' n e.. ,· pat. I e 
' I' 
I, 
5..� 
All of these instruments probably used a mouthpiece slightl"y 
different in, size and construction, but they were all D- trumpets·_; which 
wer.e< identical. in length and pitch. It was not uncommon to find� 
only clarino and principale employed.� 
.... ·i ...... . 
Hines, .Q.11_,, cit_, , p: • . 82 •. 
2 . . . . . Robert Donington, The. Instruments. of. Ymsic (New York:: 
Pitman PUblishing Cor:ll•·
_
, .1951), pp-. 102-103 •.. 
'.rhe range of the clarino, tromba and princip�le were no.t 
a1ways restricted to the tones mentioned; more accurately the� 
terms describe a high,: m�diilm,: and low tessitura.. This was the:: 
generai).. situation until the seventeenth century 'When instrument 
makers were finding,. by trial and error,: the most usef.'ul tones:: 
in the harmonic series., The type of playing for 'Which any 
particular trumpet was adapted depended up9n the harmonic scale 
of that particular instrument and the range in.which the instru­
ment 11 spoke" with clarity and ease:;.. 
�he p�rts are non-transposing in seventeenth 
century scores and are either of 'fanfare• type, 
or of the high-pitched conjunct variety which 
even then had long been associated with the 
word clarino,;but the distinction between them, 
'Which:concerns the portion of the harmonic 
s.eries used rather than the actual instruments,: 
i.s not so clearly marked in seventeenth century 
trumpet parts till the time of Stradella, ·when 
the florid obligato.parts characteristic of 
the well-known. clarino-style of1Handel and Bach begin to make their appearance. 
The harmonic series to which the natural trumpet .was bound 
consisted of those tones and their comppnents which sounded 
from a given length of tu.lie. These are called 11overtones,11 the 
lowest of which is. called the 11f'undamenta1.11 A scale of this nature.: 
-
leaves little choice where the player can p).ay diatonically or 
chromatically., The normal range is four octaves. Each octave 
' 
is achieved by· increasing wind pressure and making embouchure. 
adjustments. An example of the harmonic series for a natural 
.... i·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Adam Carse, �_History_ of_ Orchestration,:, :(New. York:: 
E-•• p· •. Dutton and Co.,; 1925}, · P�•: · l9 . · · · · · · · · · 
trumpet a pp.ears in._ the following :1 
' . 
-· 
. 
( =f )2. J '# G e. '1 I 9 10 II 
' ' 
7/ • . 
IZ II If IS" lb 
�he success of the trumpet as a musical instrument depended on 
how well it could manage the problems this scale involved., 
For practical p:urppses the tones ·which are numbered s:even, 
eleven, thir.teen,, and fourteen are out of tune with the tempered 
scale •. Since the.first is not easily produced and because tones 
seventeen,; eighteen,, nineteen, twenty,, and twenty:,.;one are not 
accessible to all pl'ayers, this leaves a repertory of eleven.good 
tones and four decrepit tones•, The good tones are represented by 
2 
'Whole notes, the bad tones are represented by quarter notes: : 
I� iul 
1 O<!;, Sit;t. 11 a tsJ Q.c.f.JJ.,r1_e. *' �• ___ 4,_�_"""o=c:t"'-=a.""'11.,,e.."-- -�1 
... -& � � ::@:: • .  '· •' 
7 8 , 10 I/ 1a_ 13 14- 1£" /ii 
There is some disagreement as to the first feasible tone 
in the harmonic series. Some say it is the second tone, some 
.. - - <L . - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
_ Terry, Q.!2.0: cit�. p •. 25  • .  
�orsyth � : QR�. -�it,. P·:· 73. 
say it is the third�" m agree that the first tone is un-­
favorable and should not be scored as it is not dependable> 
and it poss.ess:es .. a q:µallty which is not representative of the:; 
remainder of the scale. 1 
a. 
Now that the trumpet had its tones .. prescribed, the player. 
set about to master a playable range., The lower range required 
a:·. loose embouchure while the upp_er range required a firm 
· embouchure. The player was in a dilemma since he could not 
mas:ter both extremes of the scale. 1ikewise the composer, 
seeking the noble trumpet tone,: vrrote in� the lower register 
where the instrument was given to rhythmic reinforcement, 
cadences, and fanfares. He also used the upper register where. 
tones were diatonic thus given to high obligato parts and 
2 
melodic treatment. An orchestration te:i¢ by Joseph Wagner: 
mentions: si:x;-'ways in: which the trumpet was .used: 1) to) sustain 
long tones at all dynamic levels, 2), to state quasi-fanfare: 
figurations,. 31 to make brief statements of principal thematic 
ideas for emphasis, 4). to outline major triads,: 5) to build 
-
cadential climaxes, a.pd 6)' to emphasize isolated melodic notes· 
and chord·. tones. 3 Much d�pended up_on how these tones were treated• 
The available scale is a section out of the 
theoretical series of harmonics. The piace of 
this section within the series and its range: 
depend on the bore, the mouthpi.ece, the play:;er 1 s 
lips and training,) and even on.the way in• whicla 
· · · · · irl>:ta� · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
2 ·· . .  
Curt Sa,-chs,_The_History_of Musical_ Instruments. (;New York:: W •. w •. Norton and Co.,7; 19401, :pJ!:.. 3§8-329 .. - - -
. 
3
Jo:seph Wagner,: o·rche�tration·· (New York:: McGraw-Hill 
Bo:ok: Co •. ,, Inc •. " 1959) ,,-J;r •. . 219 • .. . .  -
the compo:ser allo:ws the player to approach 
hazardous notes.� 
. 
The compass of.the instrument proved to be so difficult 
on one instrument of uniform capacity that the player was 
selective in the mouthpieces he chose. A- series of mouthpieces 
shows the ways in which they were used'.. The shallower cup, 
the sharper. inside bore opening,: and the smaller inside bore· 
are better suited to the playing technique for the higher 
harmonics. Because of the association· of the various rangeso 
of the instruments with their mouthpieces, the mouthp�eces 
were designated by name. 
Figure 4 Mouthpieces. 
C la.rino Tro,..ba 
The difference between the field trumpet (;:1. military instrument). and the Clareta. 
or clarino seems to have consisted.mainly 
in.the diameter of the cylindrical bore:·. 
and may account for the seventeenth-century. 
distinction between the Clarino· for tha 
high trumpe� part and the Tromba for the 
lower part. 
· lsi�h� � ·.Qll. · �1 t. 
2Francis 
·w. Gaipin, A_ Textbook .Qf Musical Instruments 
(London:: Lowe iµid Brydone -Ltd. , -1937), p-.236... . . . . . .  . 
10.�. 
In speaking of the distinction made between clarino playing 
and principale playing,: Sachs has this point to make, 
They played exclusively in this high 
register, as the •noble guild ' to which 
they belonged forbade the princip�l. 
trumpeters from using the register of 
clarin trumpeters, and.the clarin 
trumpeters from going down to the reg-
ister which was the prerogative of 
principal trumpeters. 
Curt Sachs and Charles Sanford Terry have similar things 
to say about how a performer conditioned him.self for the 
particular range in which he played, especially the clarino; 
range. Their observations include the following points. 
A.player vras usually restric�ed to a particular range for a 
lifetime and thus trained his lip� and disciplined his breath 
control. He vras also accustomed to a particular mouthpiece 
which,. in the case of a clarino player, was a s:hallow cup with 
a broad rim that gave support to the lips and a sharp angle , 
at the point where the bore broke through the cup.. The player.� 
also had to have good teeth and endurance to withstand the 
rigors of the daily practice required to maintain an embouchure. 
Daniel Speer (1686} wrote a set of rules that composers should 
, 
keep in mind vlhen writing for the trumpet. His suggestions are: 
l) Let him. not set for the instrument too 
. high,, and very little in. A., (probably meaning 
1 little above A. in alt 1 •• ), . 
2).. Let him take pains to write with due slowness 
3 ). Let him not bring too many notes together, 
. but always vlith due cadence or alternating 
the concerted harmony with nauses for the: 
. · 1 ....... ......... .. .... . Sachs,: .Qlh cit.,, p •. 328. 
fetching of fresh breath,; because this noble 
instrument is very difficUXt in treatment and 
the all-too�great heights. 
The natural trumpet developed in the hands of masters so 
ll .. 
that a special art was required in .. playing it. However s:u:fficient 
the player's training and execution of the skill, .the compos.er, 
fond of the trumpet tone, was displeased with the limited manner 
in which he co:uld treat the notes of the natural harmonic series. 
Many instrument manufactur�rs struggled to overcome this limitation. 
They finally achieved their desire in the valve trumpet but before: 
this was realized there were manY.,modifications which altered the 
piaying of the instruments and which finally led to the valve 
trumpet. One of the first manners in which the scale was altered 
was by wstopping11' certain tones. 
-
The "stopping11' technique was based on. the theory that certain� 
. -
tones could be altered in pitch by the insertion, or partial 
insertion,) of the hand in the bell._. This helped to corre:ct 
a few intonation deficiencies but it created no new notes, 
mereJ:y chroma ti.c alterations of the old harmonic series •. 
This technique could not be employed in rapid p�ssages but 
demanded some preparation for execution •.. This technique was 
developed for the trumpet in 1753 as.an imitation of the 
2 practice adopted by Hampel for the horn... In the follo:w:l.ng, 
. •1H:t.i;.��� -2.R�. �it . .P.'75� 
2Gaip_in, -� ... - �it", p.237 •• 
12 •. 
Adam Carse is referring to the same development and adds this: 
note about the construction mf the trumpet,. 
It is perhaps not so well know.n that 
the same p�ocess of •stopping' was 
applied to trumpets.- The instrument was made: 
with more than the usual two bends in 
the tube, the bell being thus brought 
within reach of the player's hand; or 
the Ylhole instrument was made in flightly curved form with the same object. 
Figure 5' S.to:Qp_ed Trumpets 
Adam Carse presents a scale for the stopped trumpet in 
his publication The.Orchestra from Beethoven t� Berlioz. 
He gives this scale as being produced by a stopped trumpet. 
0 
0 .., v 0 "'t;, r r gr r %0'.i. 
(Circles represent op:en tones; halJ-circles represent 11 stopped" 
or 11artificial11 tones; crosses represent fully stopp�d sounds= 
. . 2 
which could not be easily produced.) 
Difficulties-� arose which gave considerable trouble to 
the practice of "stopped" trumpet playing. As has already 
. ·:nc����' -�� cit� -p_�.181�. 
2· . - - - - -Adam Carse, The_ Orchestra_ from Beethoven to Berlioz_ (New 
York:: Broude Brothers, .1949), p.412 •. - · · - · · · · · - · · · - · · · 
been mentioned, stopping did not adapt itself well to fast 
passage work., Also,. stopped tones were mui'fled and of a 
different quality than the rest of the harmonic scale. These 
two ·difficulties became enough to hinder any major victor�- for 
the stopped trumpet. The stopped trumpet merel� served as a 
developmental link to the practice of playing with crooks.1 
CROOKED TRUMPET.' 
According to Cecil Forsy:th, the practice of playing with 
crooks was first mentioned in: 1618 •. 2 Crooks were merely coiled 
pieces of tubing of specified length which were added to the 
instrument to enable it to sound a different harmonic series •. 
This develo�ent \-ms rather crude but it fulfilled the needs 
of composers for a time. It was a revolutionary step and is·: 
given credit for bringing the trumpet to the foreground as a 
musical instrument. Because of this development the technique. 
that became popular was centered around the transition or 
versatility of crook.playi:hg. The player had to switch from 
one crook .. to another. This procedure made new demands on. the. 
performer because he had to make an embouchure adjustment for 
the different crooks. For a long,, low-pitched crook,, the 
embouchure was very loose and for a short, high pitched crook, 
the embouchure \'la.S very tight. This difference between the 
high and lo:w crooks became so great in the clarino and principale 
�br�Yth; m?.�. �it� .. p� 77 •. 
2'Forsyth, .Qll•· cit • .  p.,73. 
14. 
ranges that it was almost impossible for one player to perform 
l in: both extremes • . · 
The technique of playing with crooks became quite complicated 
and gradually became a burden instead of an asset.. Such an example 
occur:s in Introduction to Act III, of Lohengrin in which ten: cro:ok 
changes are indicated in ninety-six.measures. This passage is 
p,;t.ayed inctwo and one-half minutes 'Which thus involves a crook 
change averaging every fi:f,'teen seconds. Wagner made so much use: 
of the different crooks that the players revolted to the extent 
that they learned to transpose, rather than change crooks.2 
The actual. sound 'Which ca.me from the instrument was what the 
composer had indicated at the beginning of the score. J:.f the; 
comp_o:ser crooked the trumpet in:E the tones which would sound 
would be F,fo:,C., while perhaps notated c,K,G�.. 
11· 
• • •  :p:either 
COllllposer nor p;Layers wanted to see the actual ... notes which they 
were sounding. Composers therefore went on·.·writing only the 
series.which was produced from·the fundamental note 1c1.!13 
This develoPJ11ent in trumpet technique and literature to·ok. 
p,;J.ace in .. the second half of the nineteenth century •. 
Writ+c" Sou .. A1'"t 
� 11 t'gh . �,, . . 
r .. "" In E "L .. Eb :i:.11 D ' " A.,...,icd M-.jor fJ\ 1''A•t- M11.jo• +ou .. ·ll, tkii-• -th•'•• &ec.o"cl 
.. . .  'iC�;���;·Qi2�-- �it_� . pp � . .. 73�75�.- . 
2 .. ... Schwartz, QJl�· cit� p., 179 . • 
3Forsyth, .sm. •. cit_. p_;.. ?5. 
MeJ. "In» . . 
r .. c ... I,. 8 r" B� l'.. .. A 
Nii"'" �'!lljo• MiMO'I' 
i:. ...... Seco.,.l -!h/ .. d 
i 
In the seventeenth century and possibly earlier, tone and 
semitone crooks were used. The practice even allowed two 
crooks to be employed at once. It has been recorded as:; 
probable that one-arid-half tone and two.:.tone crooks were 
1 
beginning to be use� in· the late eighteenth century • .  
SLIDE TRUMEET.' 
A_ slide trumpet which is preserved in· the Berlin Instrumental 
Museum was made inl651 •. The instrument is like.a natural trumpet 
only the mouthpiece is fitted into a tube which slides in·and out 
of the instrument's topmost parallel branch. The player held the 
mouthpiece to his lip_s with the left hand and slid the instrument 
·with his right hand. The instrument resembled the alto trombone: 
. 2 
and functioned as an obligate instrument. mts.rruige is the 
s.rune as that of the natural trumpet but the number of notes 
available to this instrument was increased. 
Bach used notes not found in the harmonic scale. 11These 
ultra-harmonic notes are used so rarely,; and with such careful,. 
avoidance of stress, that their presence does not necessarilY.: 
indicate another instrument than the natural trumpet.!13 However, 
there are three tones that he uses 'Which were impossible on the 
natural trumpet. They are:; 
0 ,, 
a 
.... ·1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Adam Carse, Musical .Wind_ Instruments: ():.ondon:: Macl:>1illan 
and Co •. ,: LtO.. , : 19391, P.•· . 230. , .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
2 . .. -
Terry_;� .QE.!9: ill!". p. 31 • .  
3. . . . . . . Terry_,: 21?.�· ill·· p_ •. 300 
In canta.tas number five, twenty,. and seventy-seven,, Bach names 
the instrument which is to play the part as 11Tromba di tirarse11 
or slide trump�t. The instrument is capable of sliding seventeen 
inches according to Galpilh: who conducted an experiinent on. slide? 
trumpets. This is considerable movement, consequently it was 
bes.t suited for chorale:s and movements in relatively slow tempo . . 
with rather sustained tones. The following is an excerpt from 
Bach's cantata number twenty., The 0.:·, 1, 2, indicate respectively 
in. which 11'pp.si tion•r. the note is produced�?-
(:\ {:I 1£,, f J I ,.I J ( F I r r f fl I J J r r I J J J ) I I.\ ,I J JJIJJ9l 
, . 2' 0 I 2, D - . - - 2 - o · 1 .2. - - - I D / a. - - I 02, 
I:\ 
j 1 j v • II 
O - 1 ,a - 1 - o - -- 2. I 0 - J!, 
An added note by Carse demonstrates the fact that the 11tromba. 
2 
di tirarsi11 was really a treble trombone • .  . 
The slide trumpet was difficult to replace in England 
during the nineteenth century ·where it enjoyed its longest 
popularity., I-t wasn't until the nineteenth century that the 
valve trumpet succeeded in .. replacing the slide trumpet. The 
slide trumpet never gained much popularity on the European continent 
and was soon replaced by other inventions,: such as the key and 
double trumpets. 
:ilT���y� . ��. �it!'. pp � . 30�32�. 
2Adam Ca��e, The Historyof_ Orchestration_ (New York: E • .  P. 
Diltton and Co.1. 1925), -p.215. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
KEY. TRUMP.ET. 
The key trumpet Cc •. 1801\) is credited to Weidinger of 
Vienna who.made the instrtiment with.five keys - later increased 
to six -- which were enough to make it a comp;l..ete chromatic 
instrument • .  The largest interval in the harmonic series had 
now been Spfllllled by the five keys which were similar in appearance 
and princip;Le to the keys now found on the saxophone. The instru­
ment had little success and disappeared from common usage in about 
ti·1enty years. 11The fail'ure of the key trumpet was probably due to 
the side holes and to the soft pads.covering the insides of the 
keys, both of which combined·. to: muffle the noble tone of an other­
wise uninterrupted tube.!11 Because the tone of the natural trumpet 
was favored bz·orchestrators, the natural trumpet set standards 
which composers were unable to compromise.. The ideal combination' 
of .natural trumpet tone quality and agility had not been attained., 
11Beethoven and his contemporaries wrote for the natural trumpet, 
-· 
and ignored the keyed-instrument which, however,: had some vogue 
in Italian orchestras just about that time.!12 
DOUBLE TRUMPET� 
Partially as a solution to the task of crook changing, 
the double trumpet was a device invented irr:l788 by Clagget •. 
In 1788 Clagget produced a double trumpet 
which was really two trumpets, one in D;and 
the other in�E-flat,: joined together and blo'Wn: 
·�·............... .. . . 
Sachs,; QlL•, cit� . p� 422 • 
2ca.rse, .QR�� cit�: p.208 •. 
through a. mouthpiece common·. to both. A. valve 
was p;i:-onded.by means of which the player couia· 
play on either of the two trumpets at 'Will,: and. 
means were also provided for lowering the p;i.tcl\ 
of either instrument to the extent of one tone •. 
18. 
There is no date which tells '-lhen this trumpet declined 
in.�popul.arity probably because the instrument was impractical 
and never re:ceived much attention from comp9sers or performers�. 
It does not figure heavily in trumpet history., 
VAL VE TJ;HJMP.ET-
The valve invention was produced about 1815. A. Silesian 
oboe player named BltUnel thought of the idea of instantaneously 
. 
lowering the pitch on-a brass instrument by means of adding 
extra tubing by a piston,: an idea which could possibly have been 
insp�red by Clagget1s quick-change valve on the double trumpet. 
It then appears, as Adam Carse has recorded it, that Bliimel sold 
his invention to Stolzel,: a German instrument maker. Blfunel1 s 
inventiorr_was the first valve which would lower any open tone 
2.·. 
by a half-step. 
1£ 
b...12, -9-! !! ... "5" 
0 a 
Sxolzel added the second valve which lowered any open tone a 
ll" . - . . . . . .. · . .  : . - . . . . . .  - . . . . 
Carse, 2.R•· cit�. p.208 • .  
2 . . . .- . Schwartz.,:. 2.R�· ill�· pp_ •. 173-171+. 
whole step •. The valves in combination·would. lower any open 
tone one and �ne-half steps.1 
The third.�valve was added by l.fuller in. 1830 which presented 
the opp9rtunity for any open tone to be lowered three more::: 
half-steps. With combinations of the three valves, the largest: 
interval between the second and third overtones could be 
2 bridged. 
b.j2. 
j 40• 0 
� 
0 2. 
ebe obo -& 
l f � � 0 
The valve invention develop�d the brass instruments into 
a harmonically independent choir, no longer did the brass depend 
on fanfare passages for voices in orchestrations. Meyerbeer is 
reputed to be the first to score for the valve trumpet in 1836 
in Les_ Huguenots •. Schumann,: Wagner, and Berlioz used the valve 
trumpet but it was only during the nineteenth century that orchestra 
P.9-rts were labeJ:ed "valve trumpet."3 
llsch,.zartz, QQ.•; cit •. pp_•17l+-175. 
2Sch,.zartz, .QI!.•· cit.: p. 175. 
3s_ch,.zartz, QQ. •. cit., p.177 •. 
Composer.s of this period were not given to favorable 
treatment of the valve instrument. It was during the time.� 
20. 
of Wagner that the real contest came between the valve trump_et, 
and the naturaL.trumpet •. 
• •.• although Wagner did great things on the 
SilllP.le trumpet without valves, he had set 
before him·the example of piston-trumpet 
performance. He chose the simple trumpet 
because he preferred the tone to that of the 
valve trumpet, but the example of the valve 
trumpet must have suggested the
1
superior trump�t 
writing for the simple trumpet. 
The sypipllenic literature after 1850 shows how aware the. 
composers were of the cantabile capacities. The extraordinary 
agility is evident by the notation.of large and unusuar.intervals • 
. .  ill ......................... . 
"'Schwartz, op." cit •. p.171. 
21. 
THE TRUMPET AS A. PERI?QRMER IN: ORCHESTRAL. 
LITERATURE 
G.ermany,. Italy and England are the three countries which 
share the greatest portion of early trumpet history. The 
trumpet was common irr court bands and tower-music groups of 
these countries. This is the point at i:rhich the present 
research into the trumpet literature commences. This is a. 
period in ·which the brass instruments .become active in instru­
mental groups to the point where standard conceptions evolve 
concerning brass instrumentation. 
Before the seventeenth century instrumental music was 
considered inferior to vocal forms,, consequently there was 
very little standardization of instrumental grouping and 
there is a scarceness of original instrumental literature. No 
instrumental style evolved until the beginning of the seventeenth 
century. That which did evolve is due to the court group.s and 
tower groups that had definite purposes and were more or less' 
irr·continual organization during that period. 
fue employment of tower-musicians was a practice which was 
advantageous to to'W!ls in°. the Middle Ages when the unsettled state 
of the day made it necessary for every tovm to have its own alarm 
system. These musicians were arrayed with zinken,: trombones, horns, 
and fifes to sound the alarm in event of enemy attack,: fire, or 
to sound the hour of the day. After the Reformation,1 the larger 
22 •. 
towns entrus:ted the thurmer (watchmen), also known as: stadtpfeifer 
. -
(to�m-fiferl, and stadtmusicus. (to�m-musician) with duties of 
playing;three times a day, morning, midday, and evening • .  Every 
large to,·m employed their tower musicians and ci vie pride evoked 
a degree of competition between communities. The occasions in-
creased for which the tower-musicians could show their skill. A 
mounted procession of two muted trumpets to celebrate a drama 
concerning the c¢+ebration of Good Friday is recorded by Kappey 
1 in his: book }'dli tary. Vru.sic.,. 
The brass instruments were in demand because of their· 
carrying power. Particular mention is made of the trumpet, 
trombone, :and horn. The trumpet, from the earliest times, was 
associated 'With religious and royal. pageants primarily because off' 
its brilliant and noble tone. 
The trumpet guilds jealously guarded the trumpet from falling 
into common usage. The guild itself was composed of a heirarchy, 
the 11taught11 and the 11untaught.11• The 11taught11 had served as 
apprentices for four to seven years while the 11untaught11 were 
merely cavalry� trumpeters who sounded a few cavalry signals • .  
These 11 untaught11 trumpeters were not allowed to play in:c the� 
same bands as the 11taught11• trumpeters nor were they permitted to; 
- - 2 sound their instruments inccourts. 
The music of the "taught"' trumpeters consisted of more than 
. Jl_. . . . . . - . . . . . - . . . - . . . . .  . 
Joseph A •.. : Kappey ,: Military Music, (New York;·:: ;·Boosey and 
Co:e)., .PP.�-14-15... · - · - - - · - - · - - -
2Kappey, .QP. • .. ill• pp. 16-17 • · 
23 . 
cavalry signals. "They journeyed with their lord, and were 
required to play_ brilliant tunes, called fanfares, whenever he: 
entered a to�m or a castle.'.';i. 
Trumpeters were employed by many royal families; King Edward 
III. had seven trumpeters, King Henry VIII had fourteen trumpeters .. 
·while the court bands of Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth had 
sixteen trumpeters. French and German royalty enjoyed similar 
usage of the brass.2 
Example 1 is. a fanfare, flourish or "tusch" for twenty trumpets:; 
in the characteristic style in which court musicians wrote for 
trumpets. These brief instrumental episodes signified some 
action by royalty such as public appearance, speech or toast. 
The trumpet guilds gradually lowered their barriersc:. to the. 
common townfolk and soon the trumpet became common.in town bands. 
Having long been associated 'With royalty, early orchestrators used 
the trumpet as a device to gain the attention of the listener. 
DUring the time of Johann Ernst Altenburg (1734-1796), court 
orchestras were beginning,to decline •. It was also during Altenburg's 
lifetime that the guilds of the trumpeters began to dissolve and 
the practice of clarino playing degenerated into the classical· 
style of sustained low tones. Both Bach and Handel, who were. 
largely responsible for the high clarino parts, died while 
Altenburg was still young.3 
.... -�PP-�Y�: Qi�.' �it .. p �16 � ,· . .  
2Kappey ,� 2.ii •. �it .. p .J.7. , 
3i1ary Ra��s��� ,Historical Notes (Massachusetts: Robert l\+D:g 
l"msic Co.)', appearing on inside back :.folder of Concerto for. 
Clarini. and Timpani by Altenburg; second edition.; · · 
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BAROQUE PERIOD. 1600-1750 
During this period instrumental music attained equality 
with vocal music .  The instrumental style developed due to 
the struggle to represent , through music ,  the philosophy: 
of the period which vras an outgrowth of the Catholic Counter 
Reformation. .  Through the church came the effect of the 
theatrical , ; grandiose , and spectacular . Monteverdi , who 
is responsible for many innovations in early orchestrations , 
was . seeking a new effect when he scored for five trumpets; 
in· .hi s  opera Orfeo (1607) . 
-
I.nstrumentation of the bras s  in·. the Baroque vras still 
25 •. 
not standardized due to many reasons . One reason why the bras s  
lacked standardization . is due to the imperfect state of the 
trumpet and horn and the limitations of the harmonic series .  
Toward the end of the Baroque period brass instruments�. viere 
generally found in . pairs as were the more stable woodwinds.  
CLASSICAL PERIOD 1750-1820 
The Classical period .has been described as a general 
reaction to the overt grandeur of the Baroque period . Music 
then became obj ective and rational. Delicacy, polish and 
restraint are terms which convey the general musical development 
of the period. Ip.s�rumental music is regarded as the chief 
medium of expres sion in.-. this period , even more important 
than more dramatic forms such as opera . 
26 . 
The core of the eighteenth century orchestra lies in the 
string group ; the woodwinds and brass were hardly harmonically 
self-suppqrting . It wasn ' t  until the last twenty-five years of 
the seventeenth century that the winds began to appear in important 
orchestrations . The trumpet was one of the most popular of these 
wind instruments•.  Under the employment of Bach and Handel ,  it  
portrayed characteristic fanfare or bravura passages .1 
A basic instrumentation and orchestration was established 
vlhich in � turn defined . orchestral tone color. The keyboard ,: 
considered the basic instrument of the orchestra , was discarded 
from _ the orchestra by the end of the eighteenth century and the·.­
wood'Wind group had become .a: harmonically independent choir . The 
brass group was not y:_et an independent cl:19ir . 11:The brass instru-- . 
mepts crune into the orchestra eac}l by a different route:; : the 
trump_ets:� via the army , :  the horns via the hunting field, and the 
trombones via the cl;lurch. !12 The orchestra of this period was more 
di'.amatic than preceding instrumental forms , using many crescendo 
and diminuendo effects .  The brass of the orche stra greatly aided 
the achievement of such effects • .  
The composers o f  this period ,  including Mozart , failed to 
realize the possibilities of the trumpet ,,  and used it only as a 
means of "filling in1! the harmoni es of a; chord. Adam Carse inc his -
book, The _ Orchestra . of the .. XVIII. Century, , i s  of the opinion that 
. �b��yth� mi�, �it . .  p .9i . 
2Adam Cars� ;  Th� - Orchestra . in the . XVIII. Century (Cambridge :  
w: • . Heffer and Sons .. Ltd. , .1950) , p . 39 • . ,. - . .  · 
27. 
the eighteenth century finds the trumpet scored with two slightly, 
different intentions ; 
The scores of the earlier period show how 
horns and trumpets were employed on 
s:elected occasions to play parts which 
were melodically conceived ; whereas in 
the later period these instruments� were 
used on .ordinary occasions , and the pirts 
lose most of their melodic character . 
The earlier half of the century found the trumpet being 
scored in: the more noisy elements of orchestration • .  Such music 
\<:as -B&t well suited for performance in spacious places in 
whi ch operas , oratorios ; .  church music and theatrical entertainmentsc 
were presented. 
The melodic trumpet was a necessity . for the early eighteenth 
century orchestra due to the contrapuntal style of the early. 
eighteenth century. If it didn ' t  take part in : a  melodic line 
there was no other part to which the composer felt he could 
trust such a pronounced voice . ,  Thi s forced comp9sers into .. 
using the fourth octave of the harmonic series where tones 
assembled themselves in a somewhat imperfect scale pattern. 
Although borrowed from the Baroque , the following example by 
Handel illustrates how the trumpet was employed irr its fourth 
' 
octave and also illustrates the homophonic voice styling of a 
noted contra pun.tali st , (see folloi.dng page ) • 
. . . . . li . . . . . . .  
Carse ,  Q!l.�· cit .  p •. 134. 
2 
2' . . . . . Harvard Dictionary of Musi c .  points out that inGGermrur­
terminology homophonic means part music in . ,mich all voices� 
move in�the same rhythm; Willi Apel , Harvard Dictionary of Music 
(Massachusetts : .  Harvard Univer sity Press , -1955) , . p . 340. 
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This type of brilliant trumpet technique declined in the 
middle of the eighteenth century and was replaced by a non-
29 . 
melodic style of "Vll'iting which was executed in a lower segment 
of the scale (.second and third octaves ):. The reason for this i s  
simply that there was no longer a demand for the high trumpet parts . 
Perhaps as a coincidence this was also the time the great clarino 
writer J . ..  s.,  Bach died ,: (175'0 ) . 
Through the new music which was being developed , composers 
considered . contrapuntal writing to a les ser degree and concentrated 
on a predominant melodic line with accompan�ng harmony. The 
trumpet wa.� employ_ed to reinforce rhythm and to sustain chord .. 
tones .  Thi s type of scoring is characteristic of the second half · 
of the eighteentbhcentury . Mozart discouraged clarino playing 
because the tone of the clarino hurt his sensitive ear s .  He 
established the claI'.inet as a substitute , thus giving the newly 
found clarinet a place in the orchestra and creating less and less 
need for clarino players . 1 Cecil Forsyth declares that this was 
perhaps a good change since the orchestra could never have been 
developed by discriminating orchestrators when a high obligate 
trumpet obliterated the tonal development of the orchestra . 
After the trump et had abandoned its extremely high florid 
part, comp9sers reserved the trumpet , and generally the drums , 
for the first and last movements of a symphony , the choruses· 
·1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
Carse , .Q.11• ci 1; • •  PP.•· 13 7-1S9 •. 
and finales of operas, and whenever a full orchestra effect 
was needed. When the trumpet was omitted the only thing 
l king 1 d I 1 ac was vo ume an co or. 
The trumpet was used to advantage at climaxes and for 
the flavor of the battle field and the color of the outdoors. 
30. 
The trumpet was not found in every fortissimoc passage or even in 
every score, "What they contribute to the sound of the music is 
reserved for occasions vlh.ich lie outside of the ordinary everyday 
events of orchestrations.!12 The "classical" trumpet, Figure 3 ,  
was found most in combination with timpani or other percussion 
where a traditional flourish was sounded perhaps in a tutti with 
horns. Such a passage can be found in_Mozart ' s  "Jupiter" Syrophony. 
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Composers used the trumpet for apparently unorthodox tone 
doubling and voice leading but they chose to break these rules 
rather than omit the trumpet tone quality and tone weight.3 There 
' l '  - - - - -
Carse, .QP.• · cit •. p�l39. 
2 ' ' Carse , .QP.• · cit ,, p.135. 
3wa.1ter Pist��l Orchestration. (New York : W ;.  w •. Norton and Co. Inc., 1955). , PP..•- 24';1-250 • .  
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are several uses that the 11 clas sical11 trumpet enjoyed : 
11 Long held notes in.: octaves (Example 4 )  
2 ): Rhythmic p:µnctu!!tion (Example 5)  
3 ). Patterns on one or two notes (Example 6 )  
4): Occasional solo phrases o f  short duration (these 
31. 
themes could only be based on the harmonic series .  See 
Example 13 ) .• 
ROMANTIC PERIOD 1750.,;.1820.: 
The Romantic period has been th� most fruitful period for 
the development of instrumental forms . Music was effected· by 
the emotional expressiveness prevalent in this period. Virtuosity_ 
and programatic music were two dominating forces 'Which are demonstrated 
in .musical trends of thi s period. The orchestra used more extensively: 
the enlarged sections of brass and woodwind instruments .  
Ins.truments underwent some important changes . At this time 
the brass adopted valves and the woodwinds adapted the Boehm 
system • .  Certain composers standardized their manner of employing 
instruments and added their 01-m instrumental innovations to the 
orchestra . They became lm01·m as important orchestrators .  Among 
them are Beethoven , 
,
J?.erlioz ,  Wagner and Rimsky-Korsakov. '.Wagner�s: 
improvements upqn the usage of the trumpet in orchestra literature 
did much in establishing the newly adopted and untried valve trumpet . 
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MODERN PERIOD 1900 - present 
;) 
The Modern period is especially subj ected to broad 
generalizations since some of the characteristics of the 
33. 
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period have recently become evident and some are being canceled 
out by new ones . The composer of today is striving under a return 
to realistic expression. Composers are only;,ra segment of people 
affected by the desire for a return to functional creativenes s .  
In bras s music ,  the effects of Wagner and his chromaticisms 
are being mellowed by such men as Sibelius . Each composer has 
contributions to make , some more profound than others . As 
orchestra literature gradually changed so did the trumpet as a 
performing medium. How the trumpet adapted to these changes can 
be seen in the analysis of scores written in this period� 
34 •. 
ANALYSIS OF' ORCHESTRAL SCORES: 
In the sympP,onies. of Haydn, the trumpet is us:ed to disp_lay 
rhytbmi c figurations , many o.c curring in uni son with timpani�. The: 
two . trumpets have the root and fifth of the chord in·. most instances. 
(Comppsers of this p�riod were accustomed to spreading the 
pyominent trumpet tone to avoid putting the trumpet on the 
third of the chord, Examp:;J_e 7 ) .  
Example 7. 
J JI �ydn . S u r  pr 1'se. Sy,., phol\ y r' 1 11122 
There is .. no: melodic significance in the trumpet parts of 
the first movement of the 11 Surprise11· Symphony.. The first trumpet 
has a range of a perfect fo�th ..h��e ·t���it�a is 1£ • 
The second trumpet has � range of one o.ctave and a tessi tura of 
.. 
• .. The trumpet is never trusted ,.nth a solo rhythm 
o� melody in the first movement of the Surprise and has only sus-
tained harmony 'Which is a feature of horns and trumpets rather 
than soloistic or individual material. 
One of the characteristics which is typJcal of the other 
Haydn symphonies and other classical composers that I observed, 
is that the trumpet almost always enters at the beginning of a 
phrase and ends at the phrase ending. This is used to advantage 
in cadences. 
From the second movement of the Surprise, Example 8 shows 
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the trumpet stating the primary theme vrith the woodwinds while 
the strings establish the harmonic foundation and the first 
violin weaves a sequential idea around the melody • .  
Example 8 
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Second trumpet tes situra : 1£ p 
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A_ trumpet solo appears in the coda to the s.econd movement 
of the 11 Mili tary''- Symphony , Example 9 .  I-t i s  based on the 
11·open11 tones of the harmonic series and in this instance_ 
occurs in the low range and has a very deliberate triplet 
and quarter-note rhythm • .  
Examp,le 9 
S'e.c. o n d  Mo�eme" t 
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In measure 112 of the same movement , Haydn uses the 
trumpet to pronounce the main theme in half-note time value . 
The horns have the original melody� . This four measure phrase is 
repeated after a short interlude , Example 10 • .  
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The phrasing of rhythmic patterns when played in· orchestral 
tutti as in. measure 182 of the second movement , shows the entire: 
37 •. .  
orchestra as if it were reading a trumpet part transposed for 
full orchestra , Example 11. ,  
Example 11 
Fl. 
Tr. 
lliol. :n: 
11•London11 • _ Symphony . 
. .  � 
First 
. . . . 
. . . • ...
.
. . 
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movement 
. . - . . . 
First trumpet tessitura : 
Second trumpet 
Second movement 
; . - .. . ,. ,. . - .. . . 
First trumpet 
Second trumpet 
Third . movement 
. . . - . � . . . . 
First trumpet 
tessitura : 
tessitura :: 
tessitura : 
tessitura : 
S.econd trumpet tessi tura :. 
Ii 
,  
li1 
1£ 
Ii 
1£ 
II! 
range :: 1£ : 
range : 1£ a i' 
"'Z1 
, rang e : .  Ii % 
range:  10 , e -<!)-
- range.: 1t g 
lit range : 12 Q 
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In general , :  Haydn' s use . of the trumpet in orchestral 
literature depends to a large amount on the tempo marking 
of the movement , the more lively the movement the more .. use 
38 .• 
he makes of the trumpet . He uses the weight of the trumpet 
tone to pµnctuate rhythmic patterns in cadences or whenever a 
p_attern needs emphasis.  Ha.ny examples appear in a duple meter 
when the trumpets are used on beats one and four to make the 
rhythmic pulse more secure :: J& f J l /( J I ) S X J I J Vv-.-
Numerous observations from the fo·llowing symphonies in 
addition·. to the ones already mentioned , verify the above 
statements :: "Farewell'' Symphony, " Oxford" Symphony, " Salomon" 
Symphony, " Clock11 Symphony. 
Th.,e symphonies of Mozart differ from those of Haydn on 
several p9ints . The trumpet part i s  of smaller range than that 
of Haydn and is found most in octaves rather than fifths , fourths 
and thirds as Haydn uses it . Although Mozart uses the trumpet 
more in his scores he doesn ' t  obtain the effects that Haydn 
does  because of this lack of harmony. The dynamic levels irr .. 
which Nozart uses the trumpet are of smaller scope than are Haydn ' s .  
Perhaps the penetrating dynamics of the clarino was vlhat Mozart 
obj ected to more than the location of the notes .  Much of the 
second trumpet lies in the interval : •. In Hayµn , 
the second trumpet sounded within the 
The usual range of the first trumpet in Mozarfi s Symphony in 
E"."'Flat _ i s as follows : 
Practical range of first trumpet:: 1£ : 
Practical range of second trumpet :; �j���,�2�� 
In analyzing the 11 Jupiter11 Symphony I discovered a singular 
example of a case in which the composer has written the lowest 
tone of the instrument. It occurs in the eighth measure of the 
third movement, ft g i £ I 9' j l A' I fV..-
The following observations of the trumpet parts in the 
overture to The_ Marriage _ of Figaro show that a low tessitura 
is maintained even tho�h an extended range is used. 
First trumpet tessi tura :: i£�� ... §� 
Second trumpet tessi tura::: �1£�·��0�� 
range::: 
range : 
1£ 
,, 
: 
9 
75 
Ass a general . observation,, the trumpet controls the dynamics 
of the orches.tra as well as does the percussion. It is the most 
imp_ortant '' melody11 instrument in. this respect. The scores I 
have analyzed in addition to the ones already mentioned are t 
11Haffner" . Symphony, " Linz11 Symphony, . 1 1 Prague11· Symphony, Symphony 
iii: G,_ Minor� . 
In Beethoven ' s  trumpet parts there is noticeable doubling 
of melodic lines between the trumpet and the strings and wood-
winds whenever range and interval.ssp�rmit. Rhythmic features: .. 
are parallel to those of the melody . 
I 
I 
In the Third Symphony, Beethoven includes the trumpets in the 
tutti for winds with the famous opening . •cello theme in a brief 
statement occurring at measure thirty-seven. See Ex.ample 12. 
. r.-, I I\ E• 
Example 12 
F;rtfJ Move""'e "-f Be�fAoue l'I ,  TMM 
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The trumpet is  given this melody as a solo against diverse 
orchestral structure irr measures 655-658 , this time they are 
in octaves •. 
4D • . 
In the Fifth. Symphony the trumpets have a triumphant entry 
·withh. horn and oboe in· measure thirty-one of the second movement , 
Example 13 � 
Ex.amp;,I.e 13 . 
:Most of Beethoven ' s  symphonies are diverse in the use of 
thematic or rhythmic activity designated to the trumpet. It 
must be understood that he still used the basic technique as 
handed dmm. through the practices of Haydn and Nozart. These 
techniques are also represented in other scores by other composers 
noted throughout this paper. 
In the Ninth Symphony_ the trumpet relates to both the 
s.tring and woodvlind choirs rhythmically. The follovling passage 
41 • .  
shows how it passes out of the rhythm of the 1·10odwinds into the 
rhythm of the strings ,  Example 14. 
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In measure 457 the trumpet introduces a rhythmic figure 
� 
. 
I 
-
kt d j",j :£ >' j 1·1hich it develops for twenty measures , some­
times independently and sometimes in unison rhythm with some other 
instruments .  It progresses from pianissimo .. to fortissimo . 
In Beethoven ' s  overture , Leonore , a solo trumpet is used · 
off-stage ·which has a six measure fanfare in the lower harmonic 
scale . 
Example 15 
T,. r#� fr (f IF ; a a 
Beet'l u11e ,,  ' 011e,. hrc. l\lo. 3 I leua o,..e. I op. 7Z. a.. 
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This solo is very exposed; the strings sustain one chord 
throughout the six measures . Range and tessitura for this 
overture are : 
First trumpet tes situra t �i£��·��1 
second trumpet tessi tura :: �[t�����r 
.._. 
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range : iiil£��0�§ 
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Beethoven uses the trumpet effectively in. piano passages 
as illustrated in Example 16 . 
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With Beethoven the trump�t attains linear dimensions 
gradually dis solving the spasmatic cadential patterns and 
constantly adds more emotional , fluent pas sages . An example 
(in addition to Example 13 ) 'Which depicts this point appears in 
the Ninth Symphony� The writer considers this the most melodious 
extract from symphonic literature that anyone heretofore had 
p_;roduced for the trumpet . See Example 17. l-t occurs in the 
second movement • .  
Weber uses the trumpet most frequently in octaves and 
p�onounced rhythmic figures such as ,rn J> � JTI J y . . 
In the Oberon overture ,  there i s  only one pattern which the 
trumpet shares with the horns which is an independent rhythm 
from ·what is happening in the orchestra :: (measure 10) 
First trumpet tessi tura :: It .... range :: � : 
Second trumpet tessi tura :: 1£ range : ;  I� e 
0 
As a symphonic writer , Schubert reserves the trumpet for 
the most dramatic points . He is much less spontaneous in his 
usage of the trumpet • .  
I 
j 
In the Symphony ;l.g:. C . Hajor he gives the trumpet some rhythmic 
independence in a passage i n which the trumpet has a trip_let 
figure t ,I � J ) J ) � against s ...I J j j and t ) .  ) J. )' •. 
An interesting pas sage begins in measure 609 in whi ch the 
trumpet doubles the bass and ' cello , Example 18 .  
Example 18 
The 11Unfinished" Symphony does not show any striking 
advances in trumpet technique in the orchestra . Schubert 
was ress  p;rogre.ssive in handling the trumpet than was Beethoven 
and actually reverts back to the. style of the classical masters . 
The voicing of the trumpets in the score of the Overture of 
Midsummer. Night 1 s  Dream . by Mendelssohn remains well spread and 
relatively low. The second trump�t is asked to play the lowest 
practical note on the instrument pianissimo , in the. measures 
following measure twenty-four :; 
CMJ . 
�.J ' ¥! 1 I - * 4 I J \J :oq rr 
Measures . 222-229 indicate the general style in which Mendelssohn 
scores for trumpets • .  
Me.11.lc/.,,olu, / JWl ;.ls.p,., ... u {11r'ghH l>•eA11s , Op .).. / 
B Sf F f F l PIT$ I F@ I 8 I &e� 
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First trumpet tessitura :: l�b��·�� 
S.econd trumpet tessitura :: �1,@i·���� -
In his First, Symphony, Schumann scores 
range ::· ,, 
I 
range :� � 
the trumpet in 
l:Z 
-9-
s 
.,. 
a 
] ,, i , l 
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higher register than Beethoven but is less flexible in employing 
it.  Schuma.nn 1 s  obj ective in- this scoring is rhythmic reinforce-
ment and tone color •. 
Liszt is primarily seeking rhythmic reinforcement in Les 
Preludes .  Most of the trumpet parts are connected wi th definite 
rhy:thmic passages .  A trumpet solo which occurs in measure 
356 i.s predominantly a rhythmic pas sage . The first trumpet 
entry is thirty-five measures after the introduction when a 
climax of fortissimo . has been attained. Its immediate use i s:. 
doubling the melody •. 
I� I.' ,, Q First trumpet tessi tura :: z range :: -6-
t  
' Ii Second trumpet tessitura : l range ::. Cl II 
0 
The trumpets in .the overture to Wagner ' s  . Rienzi are 
I 
; 
I 
hl 
designated for trumpet ·with valves and 1'dthout valves . These ti1To 
p arts , scored in-. the same staff, very easily shovr the comparison 
between the capabilities ·of the valve and natural trumpet . �t is 
easily recognized that the valve trumpet enj oys greater and more. 
varied particip�tion than the natural trump�t . The natural 
trumpet is forced to play at a higher level and occasionally_ 
contributes only in.·_ strong rhythmical sections . EXamples 19 and 
20 show this plainly. 
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A. sweeping phras.e of four measures i s  sho'\'m in .Example 21 which 
i s  sounded in. unison with the woodwind choir . It i s  interesting 
because of the turn designated in. measure 47. 
Example 21 
@ ('.:I WA.c!l 11.e. r , g I c. "  i.i 011e,,. f" r e  
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Wagner achieves a balance between his use of the trumpets 
as a supporter of melodic passages and rhythmic passag e s ,  Example s:: 
22 and 2, J from ill& Meistersinger rn Nuremberg , and Example 24 from 
Ride of . the Valkyries .· show how the trumpet is primarily, used to 
express . . particular themes .  
Tt-. 
,·,, F 
Example 22. 
Example 23 
wag'l<&r, 1J.it... .1,  e. ' c.r 110,. Mi.ra ,..61,.a Duo .. ture 
h . . 
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47 • . 
Examp_le 24 
Franck is predominantly melodic in his application of the 
trumpet to the orchestra score.  The trumpet is employed most in 
its middle range where it seldom goes above llt c I r . . It is, 
accustomed to few interval j ump s ,  and prefers smooth voice leading 
to percussive effects . See Example 25.  
. r,.. 
/'I\ F' 
Example 25_ ·  
-......... ___ ... 
In the overture to The Bartered . Bride , Smetana shows 
very simple treatment of the open tones . He uses mainly the 
intervals of an octave and fifth. His trumpet technique is even 
more simplified than \.Jhat is represented in Brahms ' four 
symphonies • .  
Brahms , in . . four symphonies , never changes his conception of 
the trumpet in the orchestra . To it he gives cadential rhythmic 
patterns much like Mozart and Haydn. He saves it for climaxes 
and rarely uses it as solo material. Sustained chord tones and 
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irregularity of Rhrasing sum up. his treatment of an instrument 
to which his contemporary, Wagner, was giving more and more 
importance. Brahms '  orchestration for the trumpet is less� 
progressive than standards set by Wagner. 
Saint-Saens, although he labels his trumpet part as 
11 trompettes chromatiques11 ,  advances nothing new in Danse . 
Macabre. He uses the trumpet on the same level as earlier composers 
assign:ing it to rhythmic patterns and the familiar octave interval. 
Knowledge of Rimsky-Korsakov's book, Principles of Orchestration, 
is-. a short-cut to his scores. He tells how he perceives trumpet 
passages. He feels that the fanfare phrases so frequently given 
to the trumpet sounds best in the middle and upp.er register. An 
illustration : of a short f�fare is found in . Scheherazade, Example 
26 • .  
Example 26 ..
Rimsky_•Korsakov uses the valve trumpet to full advantage 
but differs from Wagner in, his frequency of chromatics. 
Rimsky-Korsakov is more of a p-µrist in this sense. A particular 
passage in Sadko shows trumpet agility in the medium range without 
the use of chromatics, Ex.ample 27 • . 
Example 27 l�:fy - Koro&roo , SIUS«e . A � .  
1 e r r tt 1 c t  tJ.J !hr 
r ... 
,·.,.. F 
In various places Rimsky�-Korsakov designates to the trumpets 
full activity in-. agile harmony such as is found The Legend 
of . the Invisible CitY. of.  Kitesk .• · See Example 28 • .  
Example 28 
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Dvorak handles the trumpet with discrimination. He usually 
exposes the trumpet so that it doesn ' t  play only in the loud 
passages.  He does this by using independent rhythms and different 
dynamic levels. He scores the trumpet in almost all occasions when 
maj esty is desired. Examples 29 and 30 occur in the Fifth Symphony. 
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S ib elius does no t employ the tl!Ulnpets as much as other 
compo se rs . H e  s e ems to b e  inconsi s tent in the way he treats 
the bras s .  Symphoni e s  !{£. � and No . Five have more active 
parts than do Symphoni e s  !{£. One and No . Four . I n  Finland i a  
5.0 
the · trump e t s  have rhythmi c importance in the figure , ''h!' t Uf£ Ef El 
In the main ,  Bart6k demands mucµ in hi s  use of the trump e t  
in the orche s tra as compared to hi s cont emporari e s . H e  make s  
the trump e t  very vi vid i n  a rhythmi c pas sage of di s sonance . 
S e e  Example 31 . 
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B artek also uses the trfunpe·t iz:i more comple4 pas s ages 
making i t  nearly equal to o the.r wi nd ins trument s of the 
orche s tra . See Exampl e  32 . 
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In Concerto for Orchestra Bartek makes demands on his 
trumpet performers in regard to range and high tessitura tones , 
Example 33 . 
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In hi s ballet suite , Petroushka , Stravinsky finds considerable 
occupation for the trumpet. His florid passages as depicted in 
Example 34 testify of the versatility he has in mind for the 
trumpet. Any chording on tonic or dominant chord tones is 
now exceptional. There ar.e many examples of important places 
in the music such as Example 35 where the trumpets are relied 
upon with only two harps in the background • .  
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Hindemith does not treat the trumpet as conspicuously and is 
more cautious of overt action than Stravinsky. He keeps the 
trumpet occupied within a framework of strings and winds . The 
occasions when the trumpet does predominate are those in which it 
is  scored as the soprano of the brass choir.  Occasionally it 
is heard by itself . It is  often used to sustain chromatic work 
and rhythmically is called upon to strengthen various syncopations . 
These traits can be detected in his smhony Mathis Qfil;:_ Maler . 
Shostakovich is very articulate in his trumpet usage . 
Example 36 is an example of the flexibility that twentieth 
century composers expect of the valve trumpet • .  
'fr. i JI. 8 
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CONCLUSION . 
The trumpet is  an instrument which developed because of 
demands made up9n it by composers . Performers found that by adding 
new techniques such as " stopping"; that the instrument expanded 
its tonal repertory. Manufacturers found that by adding new 
devices such as crooks , slide s ,  keys and valves ,  the instrument 
became increasingly flexible and reliable . Some of these 
perfections existed for only a short time and served as links 
to other inventions . Some did not prove adaptable to practical 
usage and had very little effect on the orchestral conception 
of the instrument. 
An analysis of the trumpet in the orchestral literature , 
which mirrors these devices , illustrates the possibilities that 
each te.chnique or device promised. With this understanding of the 
trumpet as a background , a richer conception and a keener appreciation 
of the instrument as heard in current orchestrations is possible . 
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Franck 
Smetana 
Brahms 
S aint -Saens 
Rims ky-Korsakov 
v ,  
Dvorak 
S ibelius 
Bartek 
S travi nsky 
Hindemi th 
Shostakov i t ch 
For all practical purpo s e s , 
the valve trumpet would be 
the only ins trument whi ch 
would appear on a chart 
for the s e  composers . 
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